
LO: To analyse the content of  a good piece of writing. 

  As I slammed the door behind me, I bellowed, “Aunt Mille, I’ll be gone the next 

few hours.” I feel like I didn’t know who my mother was, nor did I know who my father 

was. I had been left here alone, since their need to travel was far too much to ignore. 

Sitting in a field overwhelmed with butterflies, I didn’t think that it could get much 

worse, although it did. Below the clouds, I mustered up the courage, and I wrote a letter 

to my precious, dear friend Petie.  

  Scrambling to put my pen to paper, I sat carefully contemplating how I was 

going to survive the summer, and my thoughts crazily swirled around my mind. Tall, 

towering trees engulfed the forest, which allowed shelter to be formed within the 

grounds of Aunt Mille and Uncle Fred’s farm. Within the forest foliage, a rare, black 

fox covered in lavish fur had pounced through the crest of the field. Stunned, 

terrified, petrified, my feet became frozen to the spots that they had come 

accustomed to. Silently, I did not move at all, but I could hear the paper in my hand 

shaking. Since the fox came bounding towards me, I was able to capture a detailed 

look at the beautiful, magnificent creature. The howling, strong winds parted her fur. 

Mysteriously, she stopped. Intrigued, fascinated, astonished, her beauty radiated for 

miles, yet it was not appreciated by my Uncle. All of a sudden, her pale green, golden 

eyes pierced across the over grown forest, yet somehow she could blend in effortlessly.  

            After sitting in the field for what felt like eternity, it occurred to me, I had 

never seen a fox before. Not even in a zoo. While the clouds drifted by, her white, 

pristine tipped fur shone in the light, and it gave an 

illuminating glow. She elegantly bounded through the 

long, green foliage, and I watched her disappear into 

her natural habitat.  
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LO: To analyse the content of  a good piece of writing. 

  As I slammed the door behind me, I bellowed, “Aunt Mille, I’ll be gone 

the next few hours.” I had been left here alone, since they were desperate 

to go to Europe. I didn’t think that it could get much worse. Down by the 

crook, I gathered up the courage, and I wrote a letter to my precious, dear 

friend Petie.  

 After a while, I sat thinking, and my thoughts crazily swirled around my 

mind. Tall, towering trees covered the grounds of Aunt Millie and Uncle 

Fred’s farm. Within the forest, a rare, black fox pounced through the fields. 

Stunned, terrified, petrified, my feet became frozen to the floor. Silently, 

I did not move at all, but I could hear the paper in my hand shaking. Since 

the fox came bounding towards me, I was able to observe the beautiful, 

magnificent creature. The howling, strong winds made her fur move. 

Mysteriously, she stopped. Intrigued, fascinated, astonished, she looked 

beautiful. Her pale green, golden eyes pierced across the over grown 

forest, yet she was camouflaged.   

            After sitting in the field for hours, I realised I had never seen a 

fox before. While the clouds drifted in the sky, her white fur shone in the 

light. She elegantly bounded through the long, 

green leaves, and I watched her disappear. 

 

 

 


